
SMART SOLUTIONS FOR SMART CITIES 



INTRODUCTION
ADM Orient is a group company of the TPH Orient group of companies established in 1946. 
ADM is owned and managed by top industry professionals with immense experience in 
mechanical and electrical engineering, bringing over 70 years of experience in the same. ADM
Orient Renewables has a 400MW solar panel manufacturing plant in Delhi NCR which is 
currently expanding to 1 GW. We have adopted best-in-class technology platforms and have
collaborated with leading technology providers.

In addition to ADM Orients prowess in solar module manufacturing we have a vision to became the leaders
in the innovation and  distribution of premiumsmart city  products & services globally. We  have list of 
innovative solutions  for city administration, which are  designed and developed keeping  in mind 
modern urban user  demands. These products use solar and renewable energy to create a more 
sustainable and future ready society and are necessities in todays world to ensure a sustainable future for 
us as a society.  



Vision &Foundation Cities are changing rapidly, users are  now 
more connected and smart, ADM Orient 
aims to help private individuals and city
authorities to achieve  their goal of a more 
sustainable society. As such, we innovate & 
provide  smart solutions to achieve this 
goal. We are dedicated to  touch every life 
and promote a more sustainable future for us 
all with our innovative products. 



OURINSPIRATION

The best way to
predict the  future

is tocreateit.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN



What is SmartBench?

The ADM Orient smart bench provides and eco friendly solar 
energy generating infrastructure with the basic facility of being a 
bench. This can be used in parks, bus stands, malls and 
other public areas . The  Smart Bench is a solar powered
chargingstation,  where citizens can rest andcharge devices.

The Smart Benchhasadvertisement area,and so its ability  to
generate revenue make it more feasible for long term use. 
Smart Bench is intended to be installed in  places with high 
footfall, It is equipped with  charging cables, USB ports , 
wireless charger  and power socket for flexibility. This solar 
powered energy generating bench has been a huge 
success in India and around the world. ADM Orient has 
supplied and completed several smart bench projects and 
we are proud to say that we count ourselves as one of the 
leading manufacturers and providers of this product.



FEATURES SMART BENCH

MOBLECHARGING
With growing technology gadgets become  
essentials. And so smart bench provide out of  
home charging facality as its equpied with USB  
ports & Wireless chargers.

SOLARPOWERED
Smart Bench is eco friendly , as its powered with
sun. It has 600-800W solar power and range of
battery bank.

RESTINGPOINT
Smart Bench provide shaded resting area for 6 to  
8 people simultaniously.

SECURTIY &  
AUTOMATION
Smart bench is equipped with CCTV, it has light  
autodimming and autoON-OFF feature



GENERAL
Material Used : Mild  

steel & Stainless steel  
Grade : Mediumcarbon  

steel & 304  
respectively

Paint : Powder coating  
IP Rating : IP 65  

Operating Temerature:
- 5 to 65'C

PHYSICAL
Length :6 or 8 foot  

Width : 3 foot
Height : 10 foot  

Sitting Capacity :6 to 8  

Approach angle :360
degree

Weight :250 to 300kg

PHOTOM ETRY  
& AD. AREA

Lu-mes : 800  
Color temperature :  

6500K
Color rendering index :  

90

Back litAdvertisment
area :48 to 64 Sq f t

ELECTRICA L
Power :150 to 200W  
Sources : 220V Grid&  

Solar
Safety : ShortCircuit  

protection
PV Module : 600 or  

800W
Inverter : 650VASolar  

Battery :150 or 200Ah  
Wireless : 10W Qi  

enabled
USB : 1A, 5V

DURA B ILITY
Design : Less prone to  

vandalism
Warranty : 2 years
Expected life : 15  

Years
Locking Mechanism:  

Grouting

LIBER 2020 Company profile www.liberindia.com

TechnicalSpecifications

http://www.liberindia.com/
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Smart Bus   

Shel ter



REAL TIME BUS  
TRACKING

AIR COOLED

ENVIORMENTAL  
SENSOR

DEVICE  
CHARGING

CCTV & WI-FI

SOLAR  
POWERED

Features Smart Bus Shelter



Solar Street lights

Solar street lights are one type of an application of an off-grid solar system. Solar 
street lights are being used across metropolitan cities, industrial towns, and are 
extremely useful in remote areas where grid power in unreliable. 
These have become increasingly important in our countries’ power infrastructure 
and are crucial not only for providing a more reliable street light infrastructure but 
also to reduce the carbon footprint that is currently produced in providing power 
to traditional street lights. 

In essence, solar street lights, as you can see below take in power through solar 
panels during the day and store it in a battery which then uses the energy 
produced to provide power for the street light at night. This is a very simple 
application of solar energy systems and extremely reliable as well. 

Features : 

• High Lumen Osram / Philips LEDs.
• Industrial grade driver to ensure the lamp working with reliability & stability
• Multiple Colour options. (3000 K. to 6500 K.)
• Designed for highest efficiency in terms of more lumen at reduced wattage 
contributing to greener world.
• High Voltage & Low Voltage Protection.
• IP-65 protection for outdoor application.



Features
• High Lumen Osram / Philips LEDs.
• Industrial grade driver to ensure the lamp working 
with reliability & stability
• Multiple Colour options. (3000 K. to 6500 K.)
• Designed for highest efficiency in terms of more 
lumen at reduced wattage contributing to greener 
world.
• High Voltage & Low Voltage Protection.
• IP-65 protection for outdoor application.

ADM Orient street lights use globally acclaimed 
technology which would hugely advance the current 
traditional street light infrastructure making it more 
long lasting and efficient. Additionally, our expertise 
and track record along with state of the art 
infrastructure gives us the ability to provide these 
systems better, faster, and in an affordable way. 
Solar street lights are a crucial part of the 
infrastructure of the present and future, and our 
hope is that governments in India will implement 
these at the earliest as this has a huge impact on the 
carbon footprint and also provides a more reliable 
and efficient public infrastructure (street lights).



Solar Water Pump

Considering the sun as a superpower, new technologies were created to 
capture it. One of them is the solar-powered water pump, which helps in 
irrigation even in times of drought, which could compromise the food supply. 
They run on solar energy, being more economical, durable, and discreet than 
conventional pumps. This solar pump can be used in fountains, swimming pool 
pumps, mono-block home pumps, etc. 

This is how a sustainable solar water pump functions: 

•The solar panel receives energy from the sun in photovoltaic cells and 
transforms solar radiation directly into electrical energy by the "photovoltaic 
effect."
•
After converting the solar energy to electrical energy, the panel supplies the 
water pump with electrical energy directly.
•
The pump in operation can carry out the work of capturing water from the 
well, reservoir, and even aquifers and pumping it to the desired location.This
type of system is widely used in difficult-to-access or remote places, where 
electricity is not conventional. Even in urban centers, solar pumps have been 
widely used to reuse rainwater, supply water tanks, and pump water in 
gardens and ponds in farms. Its installation is easy, being only necessary to 
choose a place with good solar incidence and close to a source of fresh and 
clean water.

https://www.waaree.com/blog/solar-energy
https://www.waaree.com/shop/


Benifits of Urban Planning

GROWTH
Thriving cities have a vision  

and folloe it with a frame work  
to develop in an orderly manner

PLAN
A planned city is well prepaired
city. Anticipating the future will
allow us to be better prepaired.

IMPACT
Sucessful cities build  

momentum byundertaking  
prarioty projects that are  
allingned with their vision



Contact Information

MAILINGADDRESS
10 Scindia House Connaught place 
new delhi 110001

EMAILADDRESS
info@admsolarpower.com

WEBSITE
www.admsolarpower.com

mailto:info@admsolarpower.com
http://www.admsolarpower.com/

